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1. Video demonstration of 3DToonify

Given a portrait video captured by a monocular camera, our
goal is to reconstruct and stylize the underlying 3D struc-
tures following a single target exemplar to generate high-
fidelity 3D stylized avatars. Previous 2D portrait stylization
methods [2, 5] can not maintain 3D view-consistency un-
der extreme viewpoints, and existing 3D avatar stylization
methods [3, 6] also fail to achieve high-fidelity 360◦ styl-
ization with user-specific styles, as demonstrated in part I
of the supplementary video (file ‘5342 video.mp4’). To this
end, we propose to utilize the spatial neural representation
(SNR), implicit functions with spatial-shared attributes, to
capture information in the 3D space, and introduce a pro-
gressive training scheme for learning stylized and disentan-
gled structures (i.e., deformed geometry and stylized tex-
ture). We provide visualization of this scheme in part II . In
part III, we show multiple stylized portraits rendered from
arbitrary novel viewpoints with 3D consistency. With the
implicit representation built by SNR, we can easily infer
stylized results in interpolated novel views via volume ren-
dering. Furthermore, our method enables explicit 3D assets
export, thus allowing for real-time rendering and arbitrary-
view stylization with flexible user control. In part IV, we
compare multi-view rendering results in stage II and stage
III, where the latter one shows more stable results with
3D consistency, demonstrating the effectiveness of the pro-
posed decomposed texture field in learning spatial-shared
information in the entire 3D space.

2. Architecture of MVS-guided prior learning

In the proposed photorealistic prior learning stage, except
for the commonly-used radiance color constraints from 2D
image observations, we also extract depth maps from the
captured photos leveraging multi-view stereo (MVS) meth-
ods and use them as extra geometric guidance by adding the
depth loss and the surface loss. The overview flowchart of
this part is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The architecture of MVS guided prior learning.

3. Impact of the number of stylized frames

The stage II and III of our method aim to adapt the underly-
ing structures (e.g., geometry and texture) of the stylized
avatar with the supervision of a set of few-shot 2D styl-
ized portraits. In order to avoid the style inconsistency
brought by existing 2D portrait stylization methods on side-
face style transfer, we only use forward/backward styliza-
tions within a small yaw angle (0.2 radian) as supervision
for the style adaption process, where the yaw angle can be
automatically estimated from facial landmarks. Hence, the
number of stylized training frames may not be a fixed value
for each scene and depend on the duration of the moving
camera from different viewpoints (commonly around 50-
100 in a dense sampling). To validate the impact brought
by the number of stylized frames used for supervision, we
train our model on video “Woman1” with 80, 40, 8, 4, 1
frames respectively (from automatically computed frames
to uniformly-sampled ones). As shown in Figure 2, the ge-
ometry adaption is robust to the number of few-shot styl-
izations. Our model trained on 1 frame still enables a de-
formed surface from the original prior. Table 1 shows the
quantitative results, which indicate that training on suffi-
cient frames improves the performance of stylized avatar
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Figure 2. Geometry results of model trained with different number of stylize training frames.

Table 1. Quantitative results of model trained with different num-
ber of stylize training frames.

Frames 1 4 8 40 80

FID ↓ 98.3 96.2 95.8 96.2 96.7

synthesis. However, training on too many frames may de-
crease the performance, as the network has difficulty fitting
all the information.
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Figure 3. Geometry comparison before and after stylization.

4. Geometry comparisons before and after styl-
ization

To demonstrate the effectiveness of geometry adaption, we
provide geometry comparison results before and after styl-
ization for different cases shown in the main paper. As il-
lustrated in Figure 3, the geometry adaption stage enables
disentangled learning of geometry and appearance, thus al-
lowing the underlying geometry stay faithful to the external
styles.
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Figure 4. More diverse results.

5. Diverse stylized results in race and lighting

We provide additional visual results for different races and
extreme lighting conditions. For race, we show an exam-
ple of a dark-skinned woman in Figure 4(a), which demon-
strates that our method can handle various skin tones. For
lighting, we show results on a captured video under compli-
cated lighting conditions (e.g., obvious reflections on fore-
head and hair, shadows on clothing) in Figure 4(b). Rea-
sonable results are stably produced with the help of the sub-
tle progressive training scheme. The shown results demon-
strate the effectiveness of our method when handling di-
verse and complicated inputs.

6. Results of explicit stylized avatar

After training, explicit 3D models can be easily extracted
from the spatial-shared representation learned in SNR. Ge-
ometric surface is computed as the zero-set of SDF and the
Marching Cubes algorithm [1] is used to extract connec-
tive faces. Vertex colors can be inferred by accumulating
colors from the texture field with the closest preset view,
which are then converted to atlas textures by the cylinder
UV mapping. The extracted explicit 3D model enables flex-
ible user control and editing(e.g., you can feed the texture
map into 2D style translator to further enhance the styl-
ization effects.), which are compatible in existing modern
graphic workflow. Demonstration of the explicit stylized
avatar is shown in Figure 5.



Exemplar Corresponding text description

Pixar style, a young girl with long,
curly black hair and brown skin, high-quality,

cartoon characters, realistic animation.

Comic book style, comic style, gray skin,
dark-skinned, black hair, blue background,

serious expression on his face.

Disney style, Rapunzel,
Disney princess in Tangled, cartoonish
and whimsical, bright, vibrant colors.

Disney style, princess Fiona
in Shrek, green skin and red hair,

cartoonish and whimsical.

Disney style, Hiccup Horrendous Haddock III
in How To Train Your Dragon,

cartoonish and whimsical, bright, vibrant colors.

Table 2. Text descriptions of corresponding target style exemplars
used as input for NeRF-Art [3].

7. Text descriptions of target style exemplars

Here we list the text prompts used to describe the target
style exemplars in Table 2, which serve as the input for
NeRF-Art [3] in qualitative comparisons conducted in Sec-
tion 4.1. The exemplars are selected from the training
dataset of DualStyleGAN [4], and the corresponding text
prompts are generated by Mini-GPT4 [7].

8. Limitations

Stylized texture recovery. Our method can disentangle
the textural colors with spatial-shared attributes, but abso-
lute albedo extraction is still limited to the situation of uni-
form illumination. Due to the difficulty of the forward ren-
derer to simulate realistic real-world scenarios with com-
plicated light condition, it is more challenging and ambigu-
ous for inverse rendering to recover the original 3D mate-
rials. Therefore, the final stylized albedo texture obtained
by our method is only a reasonable 3D-consistent styliza-
tion on the original reconstructed contents, which means
that even though the specular reflection varying with mov-
ing viewpoints can be successfully removed by the spatial-
shared texture field, the shadow caused by uneven illumi-
nation distribution will still remain. However, it is possible
to further refine the texture directly on the exported 3D as-
sets, since explicit models can be easily extracted from the
spatial-shared representation, which also allows for more
flexible user control.
Static human scene. Our method is proposed for static hu-
man scene and the performer should stay still during the
video capture. Dynamic portraits may bring confused sur-
face and blurred texture, due to the misalignment between
multi-view observations on pixel-level.
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Figure 5. Results of explicit stylized avatar. Given the capture of
2D portrait images, we can further obtain explicit stylized avatars
with geometric mesh and UV texture.
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